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Abstract 

Speech is the important mode of communication. Speech synthesis is the artificial production of human speech. A text to speech 
system is to convert an arbitrary text into speech. In India different languages are spoken, each language being the mother tongue 
of tens of millions of  people .This text to speech system is primarily developed for Telugu, which is a  Dravidian 
language  predominantly spoken in the Indian state  of Andhra Pradesh where it is an official language.  Telugu TTS has to face 
many challenges during the process of conversion of text to speech. The most important qualities expected from this system are 
naturalness and intelligibility. This paper describes a development of a Telugu text to speech system using concatenative 
synthesis method on  OMAP 3530(ARM Cortex A-8 core) in linux platform . 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Text-to-Speech (TTS) technology deals with the production of synthetic voice output using textual information, thus 
serving as a more natural interface in human machine interaction. In order for TTS technology to be widely adopted, 
near-natural voice output quality has to be achieved. Over the last years, significant research progress in the field has 
contributed towards this goal. Nowadays, concatenative speech synthesis technology has become the dominant 
approach for building naturally sounding text-to-speech systems. In most cases the speech units are phonemes or 
diaphones. The drastic improvement in quality of synthetic speech, namely naturalness and intelligibility, over the 
years has led to the adoption of TTS as a mainstream technology. As a result, TTS technology is now employed in a 
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wide range of applications, spanning from assistive technology and education, to telecommunications and 
entertainment.. For example, application areas such as assistive aids and tools, speech-to-speech translation, 
robotics, mobile phones, household devices, navigation and personal guidance gadgets, can largely benefit from the 
more natural and intuitive means of human computer interaction (HCI) offered by speech.[6] 
Considerable amount of work has been done in conversion of text to speech for languages like English, Japanese, 
Russian but not much work has been done in TTS for Indian languages especially for  telugu. In order to address the 
challenge of developing a high quality Telugu TTS system for embedded devices, several approaches have been 
considered adaptation of TTS but. The function of text-to-speech (TTS) system is to convert an arbitrary telugu text 
to a spoken waveform. . Telugu TTS in mainly used for illiterate. Some applications of Telugu TTS are  Aid to 
handicapped, visually impaired and illiterate, Talking books and toys, Games and Language Education 
,Telecommunication and multimedia etc. 

2.  Methods Of Speech Synthesis 

Synthesized speech can be produced by several different methods. All of these have some benefits and deficiencies. 
The methods are usually classified into three groups .[7] 
• Articulatory synthesis, which attempts to model the human speech production system directly.  
• Formant synthesis, which is done by exciting a set of resonators by a voicing source or noise generator to achieve 
the desired speech spectrum.  
• Concatenative synthesis, which uses different length prerecorded samples derived from natural speech.  
The formant and concatenative methods are the most commonly used in present synthesis systems. The articulatory  
method is still too complicated for high quality implementations, but may arise as a potential method in the future . 
In our telugu text to speech system we use concatinative synthesis for natural sounding telugu speech..  

2.1 Concatenative Synthesis  

Concatenative synthesis is based on the concatenation of segments of recorded speech. In this method waveform 
segments are stored in a database. For a given text, these segments are joined based on some joining rules. 
Connecting prerecorded natural utterances is probably the easiest way to produce intelligible and natural sounding 
synthetic speech. One of the most important aspects in concatenative synthesis is to find correct unit length. The 
selection is usually a trade-off between longer and shorter units. With longer units high naturalness, less 
concatenation points and good control of coarticulation are achieved, but the amount of required units and memory 
is increased. With shorter units, less memory is needed, but the sample collecting and labeling procedures become 
more difficult and complex . There are three main sub-types of concatenative synthesis.  

2.1.1 Unit selection synthesis  

In unit selection synthesis large databases of recorded speech are used. The primary motivation for the use of large 
databases is that with a large is generally worse than that of unit-selection systems, but more natural-sounding than 
the output of formant synthesizers.  

2.1.2 Domain-specific synthesis 

Domain-specific synthesis concatenates prerecorded words and phrases to create complete utterances. It is used in 
applications like transit schedule announcements or weather reports, where the variety of texts the system will 
output is limited to a particular domain.  
 
2.1.3  Diphone synthesis  
Diphone synthesis uses a minimal speech database containing all the diphones occurring in a language. In diphone 
synthesis, only one example of each diphone is contained in the speech database. The quality of the resulting speech 
is high.[9] 

3. Telugu Language 

Telugu language is now one of the four classical languages of India (others being Sanskrit, Tamil and Kannada), and 
the second most spoken language in India.The scripts of Indian languages have originated from the ancient Brahmi 
script. The basic units of writing system are characters which are orthographic representation of speech sounds. 
There are about 36 consonants and about 18 vowels in telugu language.An important feature of Indian language 
scripts is their phonetic nature. There is more or less one to one correspondence between what is written and what is 
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spoken. The rules required to map the letters to sounds of telugu languages are almost straight forward. All Indian 
language scripts have common phonetic base. 

 

4. Working of Telugu Text To Speech System 
The architecture of Telugu Text To Speech(TTS) system is explained below in detail as shown  in the below block 
diagram.  

 
Figure.1:working of  Telugu  Text To Speech(TTS) system. 

 

 

4.1. Input 

Telugu text to speech system  accepts Telugu Unicode text (in UTF-8 encoding) as input and speaks out the text.  

4.2. Text Pre-processing 

Text pre-processing is nothing but text normalization. In this typed text will be normalised. This converts raw text 
containing symbols like numbers and abbreviations into the equivalent of written-out words. It isolates words in the 
text. Text normalization then searches for numbers, times, dates, and other symbolic representations. These are 
analysed and converted to words. Text preprocessing includes tokenization,token identification and token to word 
conversion. 

Tokenization: 

Converting the string of characters into a list of tokens. Typically this means whitespace separated tokens of the 
original text string. 

 Token identification: 

 Identification of general types of tokens of digits as years, ping:dates, numbers etc.  

Token to word mapping : 

This  module provides the rules to map tokens in an utterance toTelugu words. The Database contains some default 
variable  telugu dotted abbreviation  list. 
• Examples:("�" "��� �") ,   ("�" "����") , ("1/4" "	
") ,  ("%" "���") , 

(“2” “  ��� “) 
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The text pre-processing flow is shown below figure.2  with an example. 2 ���  

 

Figure.2:Text pre-processing flow. 

4.3 Pronounciation  generation 

The Pronounciation generation module generates the sequence of basic units using a lexicon of units and letter-to-
sound rules.  

4.3.1 Lexicon 

 The lexicon is a subsystem that provides pronounciations for words and is a list of all speech units - monosyllables, 
bi syllables and tri syllables. Lexical entries consist of three basic parts, a head word, a part of speech and a 
pronunciation.This entry has internal format, identifying syllable structure, stress markings and phones.Some typical 
examples are[9] 
"walkers" n ((( w oo ) 1) (( k @ z ) 0)) , "monument“ n ((( m o ) 1) (( n y u ) 0) (( m @ n t ) 0)) 

4.3.2 Letter to sound rules 

 It is necessary for all words to be assigned a pronunciation but it is practically impossible to list all words in a 
lexicon .The basic letter to sound rule system is very simple but is powerful enough to build reasonably complex 
letter to sound.The basic form of a rule is as follows: [9]  
( LEFTCONTEXT [ ITEMS ] RIGHTCONTEXT = NEWITEMS ) 
  ( # [ c h ] C = k ) ; # - a word boundary,C - the set of all consonants. 
Eg: 1.christmas – #[ch]r =k ,  2.champion - #[ch]a=ch 

4.4 Prosodic phrasing 

  In natural speech, humans tend to group words together with noticeable breaks or disjunctions between them. 
These groups can be identified as prosodic phrases. Prosodic phrasing plays an important role in structuring 
utterances by dividing them into meaningful chunks of information. Text-to-Speech systems should be able to 
identify these prosodic phrases to produce intelligible and natural sounding speech. In highly inflective languages 
like Telugu, most words in running texts occur in inflected forms and also, as there are very few function words 
exist, even the deterministic rules based in content/function word distinction are not applicable. In an effort to 
identify linguistically meaningful features that affect prosodic phrasing, a new feature, namely morpheme tag, is 
defined for telugu language. A set of 19 ‘morpheme tags’ are identified that occur at word boundaries(word 
endings). Morpheme is a meaningful linguistic unit consisting of a word or a word element that cannot be divided 
into smaller meaningful parts. 

4.5 Segmental duration generation 

 TTS systems need to generate speech  units with appropriate durations in order to  produce natural sounding 
synthetic  speech. Duration value for each segment of  speech is determined by the segmental  duration generation 
component. The classification and regression tree (CART) based duration models are used for segmental prediction 
for Telugu. Pitchmarks are extracted using the ‘pichmark’ program.  
 

Table1:List of morpheme tags in Telugu 
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4.6 Database 

4.6.1Enumerating the diphone set 

Database defines a telugu diphone set by considering  phone features like wheather it is vowel or consonant,vowel 
length,vowel height,vowelfrontness,liprounding,consonant type,place of articulation.[9] 

4.7  Waveform generation 

The waveform generation component takes as input the phonetic and prosodic information generated by the various 
components described above, and generates the speech output.  

 

5. Implementation 

We developed the Telugu text to speech synthesizer as shown in the Figure.3 on Beagle Board by porting mobile 
operating system Angstrom With the programmable environment supporting component implementation in C++  
language, the entire code was compiled after several unsupported constructs  in the  code were removed.  
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Figure3:Block diagram of development of telugu TTS. 

5.1.Beagle Board 

The Beagle Board is an OMAP3530 platform designed specifically to address the Open Source Community. Use of 
the OMAP3530DCBB72 device which is the 720MHZ version of the OMAP3530. By utilizing standard interfaces, 
the Beagle Board is highly extensible to add many features and interfaces. The Beagle Board is a pocket-sized 
reference board as shown in above figure, containing a Texas Instruments OMAP3530 system-on-a-chip (SOC) 
processor (ARM Cortex A-8 core) as shown in the Figure.4 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                     Figure4:Beagle board 

5.2.SOFTWARE. 

• Linux on the Beagle Board 

• Angstrom(mobile operating system which is Linux distribution)  

5.3.Porting Angstrom OS 

Make two partitions on the SD/MMC card 
���� FAT partition(MLO, u-boot, uImage) 
���� Ext2 partition 
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The five (5) boot phases 
� ROM loads x-load (MLO) 
� X-load loads u-boot 
� U-boot reads commands 
� Commands load kernel(uImage) 
Kernel reads root file system. 

 

6. Results 

The results have been depicted that the Telugu text to speech  system is capable of real time operation and is 
successfully developed on beagle board. 
    

 

Figure5:Terminal of beagle board uttering the telugu speech. 

  In the fig shown above is the terminal of the beagle board uttering the telugu speech as output when connected to 
speakers, where vnrrcc is the name of the telugu tts we have given.The input is the telugu text which have been 
saved in vnrtelugu.txt file and the path has been given in the command. The telugu text given in vnrtelugu.txt is 
“������. �.��. ��  ���� � ! "#$ %  �&'��”. The output speech uttered is natural sounding and clear 

telugu speech.. 

 
7. Conclusion and Future Scope 
 
With a natural and clear sounding telugu speech we have successfully developed telugu text to speech system on 
beagle board OMAP3530 which is useful as PDA’s for visually impaired,illiterate and can be used in many other 
applications.  Developing text to speech systems for other indian languages by adding prosody and handling 
multilingual text Eg:“www.eenadupratibha.net,www.bscacademy.com *�+  ,- ./ 01  �2��� �� 3 ◌5/� 67�  �”  is 

our future work. 
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